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ABSTRACT
There is a recognised need for read-across approaches to move beyond grouping chemicals based purely on the similarities of their molecular structures. We have developed two methods that could be deployed to group chemicals based
on similarity in their metabolic biotransformation profiles. In the first method we apply a simple binary (dichotomous) Tanimoto method to compare the biotransformation fingerprints of target compounds and analogues. Fingerprints are
derived from Meteor Nexus predictions of first generation metabolites. In the second method we assess the structural similarities of concordant metabolites, defined as those arising via the same biotransformation in their respective
Meteor Nexus predictions. Combining the structural similarities of all first-generation metabolite pairs using the continuous-data Tanimoto method gives an alternative method of expressing the biotransformation profile similarity. Current
work is focused on automating these methods and providing a tool for visualising and reporting the results.

INTRODUCTION
We are currently working on a protoype tool that automates the calculation of absolute and binary metabolic profile similarities. Our application is a Java- and
JavaScript-based web application. The application takes, as input, Meteor Nexus result files (in sdf format) for target and analogue compounds, uploadable on
the web interface. Outputs currently include various graphical methods of similarity reporting. Recent updates include the display of similarity maps on the
analogue assessment page and an overall similarity matrix for multiple analogues. Future updates will include flexible reporting outputs. The tool is designed
with a view to its deployability within the consortium Read-Across Workflow Tool.
THEORY
ABSOLUTE similarity is based on our concordant metabolites method. An [i,j] matrix of metabolite
structural similarities was computed for both target and analogue compounds. This is shown for 2ethylbutyric acid and valproic acid:

Only the similarity values of concordant metabolites are of interest
for the next step and these are highlighted in red in the table (M1M1, M2-M2, M3-M3 and M5-M5). An overall similarity
assessment of the two metabolic trees can be generated by using
the structural similarity values from the [i,j] matrix and feeding
these into the version of Tanimoto equation (right) that uses
continuous rather than binary data. An alternative absolute
method, and the one implemented in the current prototype, uses
continuous Tanimoto assessment of the biotransformation scores
for all metabolites.

BINARY similarity is based on our biotransformation fingerprint method. We have defined the biotransformation fingerprint for a compound as a binary vector in which the occurrence of a given biotransformation is labelled as 1 and lack of
occurrence of a given biotransformation is labelled as 0. In order to compare two molecules using the Tanimoto equation for binary data we need the fingerprints for the two molecules plus a third binary vector in which the occurrence of a
given biotransformation in both molecules is recorded. In this analysis the occurrence of a biotransformation is defined as a biotransformation predicted with a score of >0. Results for selected case study 1 compounds are shown here:

Some Representative Outputs for Valproic Acid and Analogues
Single Analogue Assessment: VPA v. 4-ene VPA

Multiple Analogue Assessment: VPA v. 2-Ethylbutyric Acid, 2-Ethylhexanoic Acid, 2-Ethylpentanoic Acid and 4-ene VPA
Multiple Analogue Assessment: Radar matrix and Similarity map matrix
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